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1 Introduction
1.1

Background

1

The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) is currently implementing the Integrated Urban
Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS-1). The project is funded through
loans from the Asian Development Fund (ADF), and loan and grant from Strategic Climate Fund.

2

Urbanization in Cambodia is taking place rapidly since 2004 with an average urban growth rate of
2.6% per year. In 2013, about 21.4% of Cambodia’s population lived in urban areas. Urban areas
are crucial to Cambodia’s economic development and its integration into regional markets such as
the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
However, urbanization has been taking place with minimal coordination and regulation, inadequate
infrastructure and insufficient regard for the environmental impacts of development. This has
resulted in unplanned growth, inefficient land use, damage and loss of natural resources, and
inadequate access to urban services. Problems are attributable to poor urban management, little
strategic spatial planning, poor integration of environmental management in urban planning, and
insufficient investment in infrastructure and community services. Urban planning and investments
are needed to accommodate expanding urban populations, sustain economic growth in urban
areas, and protect the environment.

3

The project will contribute to increased economic activities and environmental protection in towns
in the Tonle Sap Basin. It responds to the need of municipal governments for integrated urban
environmental management in urban areas around Tonle Sap Lake. The project will improve urban
services and enhance climate change resilience in Kampong Chhnang and Pursat municipalities
through urban area environmental improvements; community mobilization and environmental
improvements; strengthened sector coordination and operations; and strengthened capacity for
project implementation, and operation and maintenance (O&M).

1.2
4

Basic Data

The key data for the Loan and Grant implementation is shown in table below. Major scope change
was approved in June 2021, hence closing date has been extended by 12 months to 30 April 2024.
Table 1.1 Project Basic Data
ADB Grant/Loan number:

ADF Loan 3311-CAM, and Strategic Climate Fund Loan 8295-CAM and
Grant 0454-CAM

Project Title:

Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin
Project

Beneficiary:

Royal Government of Cambodia

Executing Agency:

Ministry of Public Works and Transport

Implementing Agency:

(i) Kampong Chhang Provincial Government and Kampong Chhang
Provincial Project Implementation Unit
(ii) Pursat Provincial Government and Pursat Provincial Project
Implementation Unit

Date of Effectiveness:

2 March 2016

Closing Date:

30 April 2024
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1.3
1.3.1
5

Project Impact, Outcome and Outputs

The TS-1 project shall comprise of the following outputs:


Output 1: Kampong Chhnang urban area environmental improvements includes sewerage and
drainage networks; wastewater treatment plant; construction of a new controlled landfill site of
10 ha at Phnom Tauch village (Pongro commune, Rolea Bier district) with increased capacity;
provision of equipment for solid waste collection; and landfill management.



Output 2: Pursat urban area environmental improvements includes construction of about 20
km of primary and secondary drains in the town center with associated road improvements
and improved wastewater treatment; (ii) development of a new controlled landfill of about 15
ha at Toul Mkak village (Roleap Sangkat, Pursat town) and associated access road of about
1,500 meters; (iii) provision of equipment for solid waste collection; and (iv) landfill
management, including equipment.



Output 3: the community mobilization and environmental improvements aims to address the
climate change and environmental needs of the urban poor and vulnerable, including ethnic
Cham and Vietnamese in Kampong Chhnang and Pursat—making the project more inclusive
by extending benefits from large infrastructure investments. It includes improved household
sanitation for IDPoor 1 and 21 in the current municipality area; climate change and hygiene
awareness and action; and community small-scale infrastructure improvements in preidentified poor and vulnerable areas in each municipality. Small-scale infrastructure
improvements will be prioritized by the communities and will be financed by the project,
national government, and community.



Output 4: Strengthened Sector Coordination and Operations supports the MPWT to convene
national urban development task force meetings with other ministries and development
partners in the urban sector (about twice per year); strengthen climate change regulations,
focusing on improved building codes in provincial towns around the Tonle Sap to reflect key
climate resilience features, including appropriate sanitation; and support the establishment of
urban service units (or special operating agencies) for improved delivery and management of
decentralized urban services.



Output 5: Strengthened Capacity for Project Implementation and maintenance (O&M) include
project implementation support services for the project management (PMU) and project
implementation units (PIUs) in design supervision; safeguards implementation; project and
climate resilience monitoring; gender mainstreaming; community development; accounting
and financial management; procurement; disbursement; review and expansion of existing
strategies; and skills enhancement and on-the-job training in urban planning and
development, SWM and O&M.

1.4
6
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Subprojects

The project loan effective day was in 2 March 2016, but the project implementation only started in
February 2017 due to delay in the Project Management Implementation Support (PMIS) Consultant
mobilization. Pursat SWM and WWTP DRPs were prepared in 2019 (Table 2.1) and both approved
by ADB in November/December 2019. Involuntary Resettlement (IR) categorization and prescreening of the subprojects was completed in the last reporting period. All of the pre-screening
and categorization reports have been submitted to GDR.

1
The Royal Government of Cambodia promulgated Sub-Decree 291 on Identification of Poor Households in December 2011. This
Sub-Decree regulates the management and implementation of identification of poor households, and the utilization of poor
household data, in Cambodia. IDPoor 1 category refers to very poor and IDpoor 2 as poor. These poverty categories are assigned
based on the questionnaire scores and consideration of the special circumstances of households.
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7

The project major scope change was approved in June 2021, which formalized the Kampong
Chhnang WWTP subproject (Sewerage, Flood Protection and Wastewater Treatment (SFPWT)
subproject). At the same time, project procurement plan was updated and new budget figures are
reflected in the Table 1.2. Resettlement support has been added to the project budget (total of
210,000 USD) with purpose of covering cost of field demarcation prior to DMS.

8

IP category of the project is still the original category B, even though there is no IPs impacted by
the output 1 and 2 subprojects, none of the affected persons (APs) are IPs, and there is no IPs in
in the immediate vicinity of the subproject areas. This has been verified through pre-screening
based on data from stakeholder consultations and field visits, and confirmed during inventory of
losses (IOL) or detailed measurement survey (DMS) for subprojects in PRS and for KCG SWM.
Original categorization was linked with benefits to the Cham on flood control for Kampong
Chhnang city from the Tonle Sap river flooding, but given the component has been officially
cancelled through major scope change the benefit for the groups also does not exist anymore. For
KCG WWTP, the IP categorization has been confirmed during IOL and socio-economic survey
(SES) in the last reporting period. The IP categorization of KCG WWTP subproject will be finally
verified during DMS, which is expected to start in Q3/2021. Output 3 Community Mobilization and
Environmental Improvement (CMEI) provides benefits to at least one (1) IP in Pursat (in Toul
Makak village) as a beneficiary of CMEI in terms of awareness raising on environmental
management and Covid-19 related issues. The subprojects are summarized in table below.
Table 1.2 Description of Subprojects

Province

Kampong
Chhnang
(KCG)

Subproject

Village,
Commune,
District

SWM
(CW06)**

Srae Thmey
Commune

WWTP
(CW10)

City Center

SWM
(CW06)**
Pursat
(PRS)
WWTP
(CW05)

Tul Mkak
Keut village,
Roleap
Sangkat
Western PRS

Description of
works
Controlled landfill
of 10 ha and
landfill equipment
WWTP and
access road.
71.11 km of
collector sewers
and 28.36 km
storm water
drainage
Controlled landfill
of 10 ha and
landfill equipment
WWTP and 20 km
of combined
sewers and
drainage network

IR
category

Environment
category

IP
category

Budget*
(m USD)

C

B

C

0.93

B

B

C

23.00

B

B

C

1.51

B

B

C

9.83

* As per Procurement Plan (2021)
** Combined procurement package for both SWM subprojects (CW06)

1.5

Institutional Arrangements

9

The executing agency (EA) of this Project is the Ministry of Public Works and Transport (MPWT).
The implementing agencies (IAs) are the Kampong Chhnang and Pursat Provincial Governments,
Department of Public Works and Transport and Provincial Project Implementation Units (PIU).

10

The Project Management Unit (PMU) was established General Department of Public Works,
MPWT. The PMU will be responsible for coordinating detailed preparation and implementation of
project activities, such as (i) promote the Project to the targeted beneficiaries; (ii) assist in
subproject development and implementation; (iii) evaluate the technical, financial and economic,
social, and environmental viability of proposed subprojects; (iv) undertake Project supervision and
monitoring; (v) establish and implement the Project Performance Management System (PPMS);
(vi) prepare community action plans, bidding arrangements, and bid documents; (vii) evaluate bids;
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(viii) award and supervise construction contracts; (ix) exercise quality control; and (xi) recruit,
manage and supervise project consultants.
11

Inter-ministerial Resettlement Committee (IRC) will assume the function of a quasi-regulatory body,
ensuring that funds for resettlement are spent properly and that the DRP are implemented as
intended. The technical arm of the IRC is its working group. The General Department of
Resettlement (GDR) of MEF is acting as the secretariat of IRC and is tasked to assist the IRC in
land acquisition and resettlement related aspects, including monitoring of the implementation of the
DRP. Project Management and Implementation Support (PMIS) consultants provide technical
support to GDR and PMU.

12

Institutional roles and responsibilities related to social safeguards is listed in table below. There
have been no changes in the institutional set up in the reporting period regardless of the major
scope change.
Table 1.3 Institutional Roles and Responsibilities for Social and Resettlement Safeguards

Activities
Site selection stage
Finalization of sites/alignments for subprojects
Sharing subproject details and sites for land acquisition by issuing a
request letter to GDR
Meetings at community/household level with APs and DPs
RP/DDR/IPP Preparation/Updating Stage
Conducting Census of all APs and DMS
Conducting FCGs/meetings/one-one-one consultations during SIA
Calculation of Replacement Cost Survey (RCS) of
land/trees/crops/incomes/assets proposed for acquisition

Agency Responsible
PMU, PIU, PMIS
MPWT/PMU Director
GDR, MPWT/PMU, PIU, PMIS
GDR, PMU
PMU, PMIS
GDR, recruited RCS consultant

Categorization of APs for finalizing entitlements

GDR

Formulating compensation and rehabilitation measures/package
Conducting discussions/ meetings with all APs and other stakeholders
Finalizing entitlements and rehabilitation packages
Endorsing the DRP and allocating budget
Payment of compensation
Consultations with APs during civil works
Grievance Redress
Internal Quarterly Monitoring and Reporting
Semi-Annual Monitoring and Reporting

GDR
GDR, PMU
GDR
MEF, IRC
GDR, IRC/WG
PMU, PIU, PMIS
GDR
GDR
GDR, PMU, PMIS

1.6
1.6.1

Social Impacts
Screening, Categorization and Documentation

13

Overall the project is Category B for involuntary resettlement (IR), which means it has limited IR
impacts on residents’ or/and businesses land, property or/and livelihoods. Overall, the project is
also Category B for indigenous people (IP). IP impacts, both negative and positive, are linked to
the project output 3 only, which is also included in loan covenant 12 on the project to directly
benefit IPs. Based on no IP impacts (negative or positive) identified also for the last of the output 1
and 2 subprojects, KCG WWTP, re-categorization of the entire project to IP category C may be
recommended once as final verification during DMS has been completed for KCG WWTP and
when it has been clarified whether the project output 3 has any more than one (1) IP beneficiary. It
is expected that KCG WWTP DMS and verification of the output 3 potential IP beneficiaries can be
confirmed in the next reporting period, when also recommendation on re-categorization will be
provided.

14

Initial IR impact screening and categorization was undertaken during detailed engineering design
between 2017 and 2018 for all subprojects (including PRS SWM and WWTP) except KCG WWTP.
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These screening reports identified potentially affected households of KCG SWM, and PRS SWM
and WWTP subprojects. PRS SWM and WWTP subprojects are categorized as B for IR impacts.
KCG SWM is categorized as C for IR, and DDR has been completed and approved by ADB
(cleared and disclosed on November 2019). KCG WWTP is categorized as B for IR impacts, which
will be confirmed in the next reporting period during DMS.
15

Summary of status of safeguards documentation is provided in table 1.4.
Table 1.4 Summary List of Safeguards Documents for Subprojects to Date
Province

Pre-screening to
GDR

DDR / BRP / DRP
to ADB

SWM

Done

DDR done

WWTP

Done

BRP done, DRP
anticipated in
November 2021

SWM

Done

DRP done

Done

DRP done, DDR
for VO1 & VO2
anticipated in
October 2021

Subproject

KCG

PRS
WWTP

1.6.2
16

Status
Cleared by ADB in November
2019 and disclosed on its
website
Cleared by ADB in November
2020 and disclosed on its
website. DRP update starting
Approved by IRC, cleared by
ADB and disclosed in
November 2019
Approved by IRC, cleared by
ADB and disclosed in
December 2019

Anticipated Social Impacts

The project is expected to achieve mostly positive social impacts and the negative impacts are
limited and largely temporary. The WWTP subprojects will provide improved access to basic
service of wastewater treatment, leading into reduction of environmental pollution in the
waterbodies and residential areas while reducing localized flooding. The SWM subprojects will
result in improved environmental conditions thereby contributing to the improvement of the health
of the residents, especially of poor and vulnerable households.

1.7

Consultation, Participation and Disclosure

17

Participation and dissemination of information on project progress, any subsequent changes to
project designs, and any issues or concerns have been provided to stakeholders through
consultation meetings at different levels, such as provincial authorities, civil society, affected
households (AHs) and businesses, beneficiaries and residents.

18

In line with the project approach of strengthening the cities as sub-national structures,
communication and awareness raising campaigns in environmental sanitation, disaster risk
management, project benefits, potential socioeconomic risks and mitigation measures, status and
progress information to citizens will be managed by the cities and the Provincial Governor’s Office,
with the Sangkat as implementers in some cases. The Provincial Department of Women's Affairs
(PDOWA) will provide support to implementation for specific gender related communication needs.

19

Consultation activities during the reporting period concentrated on Pursat, where severe flood in
late 2020 badly damaged existing flood embankment in Kaoh Village, Pursat town. In the reporting
period, consultation with 27 participants (12 M, 15 F) in Kaoh village (Pursat) was organized, but
none in Kampong Chhnang. Table 1.5 lists the main consultation meeting conducted during the
reporting period. Therefore, monitoring indicator "Number of compensation recipients who
participated in consultations and coordination meetings at each stage of land acquisition" is
satisfactorily completed in the reporting period.
Table 1.5 Stakeholder Consultations During the Reporting Period

Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project

No.

Date

City

1

Pursat (PRS)
1.3.2021
PRS
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Organizatio
ns

Reason for Meeting

Participants

PIU, PMIS,
beneficiaries

Consultation with beneficiaries
on flood embankment postflooding reconstruction
Subtotal

27 (12 M, 15 F)

Subtotal
TOTAL

None
27 (12 M, 15 F)

27 (12 M, 15 F)

Kampong Chhnang (KCG)
None

20

The PIBs are Province specific and contain information about the project, entitlements or
compensation for the AHs, the local grievance redress mechanism (GRM), including agencies (i.e.,
ADB, MPWT/PMU, etc.) so that AHs are clear about whom they should contact with their concerns,
including contact persons for Grievance Redress Committee (GRC). The entitlement matrix (EM),
construction schedule and GRM complaint forms are also included in the updated PIB as an
attachment.

21

In the reporting period, PRS WWTP and SWM PIB was updated, including additional flood proofing
for WWTP and embankment rehabilitation works for Kaoh Village (Annex E). However, distribution
of the PIB was delayed due to lock down caused by Covid-19 epidemic in Pursat (Annex F). The
distribution will be completed as soon as Covid-19 situation allows. The updated PIB will be posted
on Sangkat notice boards. In the next reporting period, PIB will be updated also for KCG WWTP to
be distributed during DMS.

22

The project key safeguard documents, such as DRPs for Pursat WWTP and SWM subprojects,
BRP for Kampong Chhnang WWTP, SSMR 1-2020 and the identification of sections free from
Resettlement IR impacts for PRS WWTP subproject (CW-05) have been published at ADB and
MPWT2 websites. DRPs translated by GDR into Khmer are available at PIU and Sangkat offices.
Sign boards have been placed near construction sites.

23

To ensure inclusiveness, transparency, timeliness and the participation of stakeholders in the
project a stakeholder communication strategy (SCS) has been prepared during PPTA and is part of
PAM3. The strategy serves to inform and support community development, enhance government
agency capacity to manage project outcome and outputs, enhance project benefits and mitigate
negative impacts. The SCS ensures that vulnerable groups, such as the poor, elderly, indigenous
and ethnic groups, and women, who risk being marginalized, are provided with opportunities. The
SCS is directly related to Output 3 (CMEI) only, implemented by the NGO contracted separately by
PMU. As per CMEI situation update note on January 2021, training, awareness and capacity
building activities are on-going, and training records of trainings conducted in the provinces are
being updated at the time of reporting. Gender mainstreaming actions and round table discussions
with authorities planned for the reporting period are reported under GAP4. The CMEI report did not
specify negative or positive impacts on IPs, but it was confirmed unofficially that one (1) IP in
Pursat is a beneficiary of awareness raising activities.

24

Most of the villages in Kampong Chhnang the SCS refers to are no longer target villages of the
infrastructure components due to cancellation of Kampong Chhnang flood embankment subproject
as per major scope change in June 2021. Similarly, IP related aspects in the SCS are only
applicable to output 3 (CMEI) due to cancellation of Kampong Chhnang flood embankment
subproject, which is the only subproject within outputs 1 and 2 that had any negative or positive
impact on IPs. Output 3 has at least one (1) IP beneficiary in the reporting period.

2

http://wastemanagement.gov.kh/project-program/integrated-urban-environmental-management-in-the-tonle-sap-basin-projecti/other-reports/
3
Project Administration Manual. June 2020: https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/42285/42285-013-pam-en.pdf
4
MPWT, IUEMTS-1, Quarterly Monitoring Report No. 18, July 2021
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25

Regarding IR impacts, SCS activities are in compliance in regards to development and
dissemination of DRPs and DDRs as listed in SCS under responsibility of MEF and MPWT.
However, SCS activities are not in compliance in regards to required active monitoring and
evaluation, as in the reporting period it was not possible to obtain all updates and information for
semiannual reporting on construction implementation (such as field updates from contractor and
DIMDM quarterly report).

26

Of the SCS activities, Provincial, Municipal, Sangkat, Village Authorities are engaged through
established and operational PGRC and continuous consultation with them during subproject
implementation and design. In the reporting period, participation of project beneficiaries, women
and vulnerable groups has been guaranteed during the public consultations in Kaoh Village.

1.8
27

Implementation Progress

The project has a total of 4 subprojects, two each for WWTP and SWM. Construction has started
with three subprojects, out of which KCG SWM has no IR impact. There have not been any
changes in the COI/area for KCG or PRS SWM subprojects in the reporting period. However, in the
reporting period, the scope of Works has been adjusted for PRS WWTP by addition of (i) VO1 with
additional flood proofing for WWTP site and its access road (Figure 1.1) and (ii) VO2 with Kaoh
Village flood embankment rehabilitation (Figure 1.2). VO1 entails raising of the WWTP site, its
access road and embankment along the drainage canal for flood proofing. VO2 entails
reconstruction of breached flood embankment cum access road in Kaoh Village, where the flooding
also impacted output 3 latrine works. The designs and COIs of both VO1 and VO2 to PRS WWTP
subproject were preliminarily reviewed and based on initial assessment of the designs the
additional works are not anticipated to have any IR and IP impacts. Separate DDRs will be
prepared in the next reporting period for both additional works under VO1 and VO2, including IR
impact screening, once the PMIS resettlement specialist has adequate input time for the due
diligence once mobilized in the field (mobilization of the PMIS specialists covered under 2.4.1).

Figure 1.1 PRS WWTP VO1 Additional Works on WWTP Site

Raising embankment along
the drainage canal to 15.4
m, DBSD Road surfacing
11 culverts to be installed to
improve drainage of the
adjecent area

Line 7, 306 m,
raised to 15.4 m
Drainage line
installed under the
road. DBSD road
surfacing
Connection from the
bypass road to be
provided by JICA

NR 5 bypass
road (JICA)
Line 1, 330 m raised
to 15.4 m, Drainage
line installed under
the road. DBSD road
surfacing
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Figure 1.2 PRS WWTP VO2 Additional Works on Kaoh Village

28

MPWT and ADB approved (April 2021) additional works (VO1) for SWM subprojects in KCG (lot 1)
and PRS (lot 2) under CW06. For lot 1 (KCG), the Local Authority has requested to extend the
fence around the portion of the landfill area that will not yet been developed. It is also proposed to
add an additional cell which will increase the useful life of the landfill with a proximately 10 years
without the need for additional investment. For lot 2 (PRS), it is proposed to add an additional cell
which will increase the useful life of the landfill with a proximately 10 years without the need for
additional investment. Leachate and storm water collected from the cells has to be stored on-site.
Therefore, it was proposed to add a constructed wetland to the 2 leachate treatment ponds. All of
the works under CW06/VO1 (lot 1 and 2) are completely located within the existing SWM sites
already under construction, land has been acquired and is the additional works are therefore
completely on existing public land, hence neither requiring a DDR or IR impact screening.

29

Safeguards requirements are included in the bidding documents for the Subprojects. PRS WWTP
BOQ did include provision for temporary resettlement and reinstatement for temporary resettlement
impacts during construction. For the other contracts, bidding documents are missing for only KCG
WWTP subproject, but these are expected in the next reporting period (delayed from the last
reporting period due to Covid-19 and delay in approval of major scope change).

30

In the reporting period, it was confirmed with the construction contractor and PIU that there were
no cases of damages on private structures or crops during construction. However, public roads
with drainage line installation have had major damage on the pavement of the roads and some
curbs. Walkways have not been damaged. The reinstatement of road pavement and curbs will
require another VO, but none of the pavement and curb reinstatement is expected to cause IR
impacts. Therefore, DDR or IR impact screening is not foreseen to be needed.

31

Monitoring of all social aspects will be undertaken throughout construction and project
implementation to ensure that ADB SPS (2009) compliance is maintained by the project. The
status of contract award and civil works implementation is summarized by subproject in Table 1.6.
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Table 1.6 Status of Awarded Civil Works Contracts to Date*
Province

Subproject*
SWM

KCG
WWTP***

SWM
PRS
WWTP

Bid
announce
(date)
13 Sep
2018
Expected
in next
reporting
period

Contract
award
(date)
20 Jun
2019
Expected
in next
reporting
period

13 Sep
2018

04 Sep
2019

Progress
of works
(%) **

UNG SIMSIA
Construction Co., Ltd.

Start of
works
(date)
11 Apr
2020

Bid opening expected
in next reporting period

Expected
in 2022

n/a

20 Jun
2019

UNG SIMSIA
Construction Co., Ltd.

11 Apr
2020

73

30 Dec
2019

Kiri Dangrek
Construction Co., Ltd
JV with No. 203
Research Institute of
Nuclear Industry
Groups Co. Ltd

Contractor

22 Jan
2020

Total

79

66
(WWTP)
38 (pipe
installation)
55.4

* For safeguards categorization of each subproject please refer to Table 1.2 above
** The progress of works is only estimated per subproject physical construction progress, and it is not detailed per sub-sections or
by areas with IR impact
*** KCG WWTP DED is completed, and DMS and preparation of DRP is expected in the next reporting period

2 Social Safeguard Monitoring
2.1

Progress Monitoring

32

While the MPWT is responsible for monitoring of the overall implementation of the Project, the
GDR is responsible for the quarterly monitoring and reporting of the implementation of the LAR.
The objective of internal monitoring will be to (i) compliance with the Project’s social safeguards
policies and procedures, including resettlement; (ii) timely availability of personnel, material, and
financial resources and efficient use of these to implement land acquisition and resettlement
activities; and, (iii) identification of problems, if any, and propose any remedial actions to address
these.

33

GDR’s Department of Internal Monitoring and Data Management (DIMDM) is responsible for
carrying out the internal monitoring which will review the quarterly progress reports provided by the
relevant Resettlement Department, including fielding its own missions to verify the progress and
the validity of the data and information, where necessary. Through the on-going internal monitoring
the DIMDM is validating that the (i) entitlements and the corresponding compensation are paid in
accordance with the Entitlement Matrix in the detailed RP; and (ii) GRM is functioning as per the
guidelines. The GDR has provided MPWT one quarterly progress report so far for period July September 2020 (delivered on 11th November 2020). No quarterly or semi-annual reports have
been shared by DIMDM for the reporting period for semi-annual reporting on construction
implementation. It is anticipated that DIMDM will provide an updated quarterly/semi-annual report
in the next reporting period.

34

PMU, PIU and GDR are coordinating effectively on issues arising in either subproject
implementation or KCG WWTP design and DMS. NGO component reports are usually shared with
PMU/PMIS, and technical cooperation takes place between NGO and PMIS. However, there has
been delays in sharing of quarterly data from DIMDM with only one of the quarterly reports been
made available so far (in 2020). Also, in the reporting period there was limited data available from
construction contractors, who have been somewhat non-responsive to data and information
requests. The non-responsiveness has been highlighted to PMU, but it is unclear whether any
action has been taken so far to solve the issue with the contractor in the reporting period.
Improvements are expected in the next reporting period, and PMIS will follow up with the issue.
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This semi-annual social safeguard monitoring report is compiled by PMU to monitor construction
implementation related issues of the project, and submitted to ADB for posting on ADB website.
For consistency, in the reporting period the project monitoring indicators have been updated to the
same ones used by DIMDM in their monitoring reports (based on draft RPs from 2014-2015). The
status of each monitoring indicator is explained in the text.

2.2

Status of Resettlement Activities in the Reporting Period

36

DRPs have been prepared for PRS WWTP and SWM, including DMS/SES and RCS. Both PRS
SWM and WWTP DRP implementation is on-going (Table 2.3). KCG SWM has no impact, so no
DRP was prepared. KCG WWTP DMS was delayed due to waiting for approved of major scope
change.

37

The number of AHs/APs or affected private, public or community land did not change in the
reporting period from the ones detailed in DRPs/BRP, and no new impact was identified, and
hence the numbers reported in Table 2.2 below remain valid. Therefore, monitoring indicators:
"Number of persons in the list of compensation recipients, who do not meet eligibility criteria
(included by mistake)", and " Number of persons who meet the criteria, but are not included in the
list of compensation recipients (excluded by mistake)" is verified in the reporting period
(summarized in Annex A). Summary of impacts is shown in table below for the subprojects and will
be updated as DMS, SES and RCS data has been received from GDR at DRP update stage for
KCG WWTP subproject.
Table 2.1 Summary of Anticipated IR Impacts (as per BRP/DRPs)
Province

KCG

Subproject

SWM*
WWTP
(BRP
stage)
SWM
WWTP

Affected
land
(m2)
None

Affected
(AH/AP)

4,115

22/111

Severely
affected
(AH)

Indigenous
Peoples
(AH)

Vulnerable
(AH)

None

Budget
(USD)
0

18

0

3

142,699.02

1,410
5/26
0
0
21/96
0
Total
5,525
48/233
18
* Negotiated land acquisition used for site / land purchase

0
0
0

1
5
9

17,546.54
9,462.34
169,707.90

PRS

38

In summary, KCG SWM does not have any compensation or IRP, as there is no impact, and KCG
WWTP subproject DMS have not been completed yet so there have also been no compensation
payments.

39

As per DIMDM quarterly reporting in last reporting period (July-December 2020), compensation
payments were done in February 2020 for PRS subprojects (SWM and WWTP), which was within
the one year validity period as RCS was completed in July 2019 for PRS SWM and August 2019
for PRS WWTP. Details of compensation payments in the reporting period are reported in tables
below, thereby complying with monitoring indicators: "Area of land subject to acquisition, for which
compensation has been paid", "Area of structures subject to acquisition for which compensation
has been paid", "Number of persons who received compensation in time and in full amount
disaggregated by compensation types", "Amount of funding allocated for payment of
compensations" and "Rate of spending of funds allocated for compensations, % of amount
envisaged in the RP".

40

Both DRPs for PRS had calculation error in the total resettlement budgets, with PRS SWM planned
is actually 10,648.54 USD instead of 10,546.54 USD in the DRP, and with PRS WWTP is actually
10,009.14 USD instead of 7,009.14 USD in the DRP. According to DIMDM quarterly monitoring
report (2020), compensation payments for PRS WWTP are 100% for income loss & allowance and
IRP, but 82.70% for assets. Comparing the PRS DRPs and DIMDM quarterly report, it appears
there is a possibility that the compensation payments are not 100% completed. A breakdown the
difference and additional information on the possible omitted compensation payments on IRP and
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temporary business disruption was not available to PMU/PMIS for semi-annual monitoring
reporting. Also, no further details of the possible smaller than planned budget for compensation for
assets (structures and trees) was not available to PMU/PMIS for semi-annual monitoring reporting.
The reason for differences in the compensation budget was not explained in detail in the DIMDM
quarterly report (2020), which is why this PMU SSMR does not elaborate on any of the reasons.
Therefore, monitoring indicators "Number of persons who did not receive compensation in time and
in full amount, disaggregated by compensation types" and "Number of persons who received
compensation with delay, disaggregated by compensation types and reasons of delay; changes in
amount of compensation (if any) should also be noted" cannot be verified in the reporting period.
The reasons and breakdown of persons not receiving full compensation remain to be verified from
the next DIMDM report, anticipated in the next reporting period.
41

Of the two temporarily impacted businesses for PRS WWTP, according to PRS PIU these two (of
total of two impacted by the project) have re-established themselves but have also improved the
structures with reinforced concrete for flood protection. Pictures of the two re-established
businesses will be provided in the next reporting period.

42

For PRS WWTP and SWM subprojects, after being thoroughly consulted about IRP options, the
AHs selected cash-only compensation instead of participation in income restoration program (IRP)
due to none of the APs being interested, needing training or not in work age. This has not changed
in the reporting period.

43

Post-compensation income levels for the AHs who opted for cash only compensation instead of
IRP is not an issue GDR routinely monitors and verifies for the subprojects, and therefore the
verification may need to be done by PMU/PMIS, or alternatively external monitoring organization
(EMO). However, PMIS is currently out of national resettlement expert input days while Covid-19
restrictions are still in place, hence the activity is delayed (mobilization of the PMIS specialists
covered under 2.4.1) and contractor does not have a capacity to support in this type of LAR
matters. At the same time, contracting of EMO has been delayed. DMS/SES data shared to
PMU/PMIS during PRS DRP preparation does not contain contact details of these AHs, and
chainage used for their location is not tied into any benchmark. Therefore, if PMIS national
specialist is used for this activity he/she needs to coordinate closely with GDR/PGRC to identify the
AHs in question, or EMO will be contracted and can cover this activity as part of their contract.
Covid-19 restrictions have prevented most field visits by PMU and/or GDR, and any remaining field
visits have been conducted with reduced team members, meetings and agenda to minimize
exposure time. For these visits, the activity on post-compensation AHs situation has not been
prioritized as PRS WWTP VO1 and VO2 took precedence to enable construction to be completed
before next flood season. It is expected these issues can be confirmed in the next reporting period
through adding input time for the PMIS national specialist, or with EMO contracted for the review
and reporting.
Table 2.2 Summary of DRP/IRP Implementation Progress
Province

Subproject

SWM
KCG
WWTP

Status of
Compensation
payments
Negotiated land
acquisition
complete
DRP preparation
started
Negotiated land
acquisition
complete.

SWM
PRS

WWTP

Compensation for
land and assets of
AHs completed
Compensation for
land and assets of

Implementation
of DRP started

Implementation of IRP
started

None

None

DRP preparation
started

DRP preparation started

Yes

None (AH opted for Cash)

Yes

None (AH opted for Cash)
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AHs partially
completed (to be
confirmed)

44

Compensation payments are done to both men and women, or either men and women, of each
household, but under SOP procedures it is not compulsory for both to come to receive the
payment. DIMDM quarterly report for July to September 2020 did not provide details on how the
compensation payment took place, who participated, how it was documented, how contract
negotiations were held or a breakdown list on individual payments by name, amount, type and
gender of household representative. Also, no new information was available to PMU/PMIS for
semi-annual monitoring reporting on construction implementation.

45

In PRS WWTP, the DRP requires the temporary relocation to be notified in advance of works on
the streets around the market and designation of temporary market site for the vendors. A covered
market site has been set up by PIU, which the market vendors can decide to stay after temporary
relocation if they wish to do so, or return to the original site after the construction works. As per
DRP, due to light-weight materials for the stalls, the market vendors are expected to complete the
temporary move themselves. Temporary relocation of vendors started in 2019 and was on-going in
the reporting period (for details please see 2.4.1).

46

In the reporting period, the monitoring indicator "Number of compensation recipients who
participated in consultations and coordination meetings at each stage of land acquisition" is
detailed in chapter 1.7 of this report.

No.

Province of
Subproject

PRS

KCG
1/1
5 / 7*

WWTP

3 / 18

WWTP
SWM

0/0

SWM

Planned
(AH)

5 / 5*

1/1

0/0

Actual
(AH)

Vulnerable AH / AH eligible
for IRP

6,009.14

10,048.54

0

Planned
(USD)

4,434.55

4,675.20

0

Actual
(USD)

Assets (structures
and trees)

5
21

4,775.20
7,434.55

10,648.54
10,009.14

112,559.22

Total AH

Planned
(AH)
0

Actual
(USD)
0

0

Planned
(USD)

Total disbursement
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No.

4

3

2

1

Province of
Subproject

PRS

KCG

Subproject
WWTP

SWM

WWTP

SWM

96

26

111

0

Total number
of APs

Cumulative
Amount of
Compensation
Payments
(USD)
7,434.55

4,775.20

0

No. of Poor
and Vulnerable
entitled for
assistance
5 AH

1 AH

3 AH

0

Amount of
assistance
(USD)
500

100

600

0

Number of APs
entitled for IRP
7 AH*

1 AH

18 AH

0

17

3,500*

500

9,000

0

Amount/budge
t of IRP (USD)

Assessed as per Basic/Detailed/Updated Resettlement Plan

Table 2.4 Details of Compensation Payments in per DRPs

21 AHs

5 AHs

0

0

Number of AH
received
compensation

21

5

0

Actual
(AH)

* DRP resettlement budget mistakenly had listed IRP budget for only 6 (whereas it should be 5 vulnerable AHs + 2 AHs losing businesses as per DRP EM). Possible two AHs for IRP
remain unpaid. The completion of the payment remains to be verified by GDR/DIMDM (timing of verification unknown).

4

3

2

1

Subproject

Table 2.3 Summary of Planned vs Actual Compensation and Assistance Payments
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2 AHs IRP

Compensation
completed

Based on
BRP

No action
required

Remarks
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and 2 AHs
temporary
business
impact
compensation
possibly
¨unpaid, and
to be verified
by GDR

PRS

KCG

Province

Eligible
AH/AP
None
TBC
5/26

Subproject

SWM

WWTP
SWM

Not started
Yes

None

Compensation
payments
completed

0
100

n/a

Compensati
on payments
progress
(%)

not yet
Feb 2020

n/a

Date of
completion of
payments

not yet
21.7.2020

Jan 2020

Site hand
over
(date)

18

not yet
yes

yes

Site
clearance
completed
(yes/no)

not yet
TBC

n/a

Transfer
of title
(yes/no)

No land impact, hence no need for
transfer/update of title
DRP started
Transfer/update of title on-going

Remarks

The contractors have established worker camps and storage sites, which they are renting from private individuals, for PRS WWTP (4,820 m2 for 400
USD/month), PRS SWM (3,022 m2 for 180 USD/month) and KCG SWM (6,294 m2 for 180 USD/month), and a pipe production and storage area at
PRS WWTP (3,917 m2 for 1,500 USD/month). Written contracts were prepared but not available from contractors in the reporting period
(unchanged situation from previous reporting period). The reason is that the contractor, after several reminders, have not shared the contracts with
PMU/PMIS. PMU/PMIS will continue in the next reporting period to remind the contractors to share the written contracts. Summary of compensation
payments and site clearance to date by subproject is monitored in table below.

48

Table 2.5 Summary of Compensation Payments and Site Clearance to Date per Subproject

In the reporting period, both PRS subprojects and KCG SWM are under construction. KCG WWTP subproject DMS is starting in next reporting
period. Site handover letters are attached in Annex G, but English translations were not available due to PMIS national specialist not being mobilized
(these will be provided as soon as the input time issue can be solved). In the reporting period, PRS SWM subproject update and transfer of titles for
the AHs that had impact on land (2 AHs or the total 5 AHs) has still not been completed (unchanged situation from previous reporting period), but
the process of update of titles has started with PIU coordinating with Provincial Department of Land Management and Urban Planning (PDLMUP).
The reason for delay in start of the update process is that PIU has been unclear of their responsibility to support the land title update for the 2 AHs.
The process of title update will be followed up in the next reporting period even though it is expected to be completed in year 2022.

47

* DRP resettlement budget mistakenly had listed IRP budget for only 6 AHs (whereas it should be 5 vulnerable AHs + 2 AHs losing businesses as per DRP EM). Possible two AHs for
IRP remain unpaid. The completion of the payment remains to be verified by GDR/DIMDM (timing of verification unknown).
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* Not available in the reporting period

WWTP

21/96

Yes (for
assets), but 2
AHs for IRP
compensation
pending
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74.28

Feb 2020

21.7.2020
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yes

n/a

No land impact, hence no need for
transfer/update of title. Prior to
complete site clearance,
resettlement free sections were
first identified and approved for
site clearance and construction.
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Social Safeguard Compliance

49

In the reporting period, the project is in compliance with loan covenants in Schedule 5 related to
social safeguards for paragraphs 12, 14, 16 and 17.

50

In the reporting period, it could not be verified that the project is in compliance (i.e. unknown status
of compliance) of the following covenants: (i) covenant 10 as land/ROW may have been handed
over to contractor without complying with the requirements of DRPs on full compensation payment
before hand-over, (ii) covenant 11 due to not being able to verify that all compensation payments
been completed prior to physical or economic displacement, and (iii) covenant 13, as DIMDM
report concludes that compensation was underpaid compared with planned and actual
resettlement budget. The compliance will be verified from next DIMDM report, which was
anticipated to be prepared in the reporting period (delayed), and is now hoped to be received in the
reporting period.

51

In the reporting period, the project was out of compliance on covenant 15 on submission of
quarterly monitoring reports, consolidated social safeguards monitoring report (SSMR) and
external monitoring organization (EMO) not being recruited. The noncompliance on reporting was
due to not having all necessary qualitative information in quarterly report (July - September 2020)
available in time while some information, such as DIMDM quarterly reports for January to June
2021, was not available at all. None of the DIMDM quarterly report for 2021 was made available for
PMU/PMIS for semiannual reporting. Compliance on reporting is expected once next reports from
DIMDM are made available. Non-compliance with recruitment of EMO has been due to waiting for
major scope change and approval of BRP for KCG WWTP subproject to allow for an amendment
to the loan agreement on EMO requirement after the change in scope. Compliance on EMO is
expected after an amendment has been processed (unchanged from last reporting period).

2.4
2.4.1

Progress on Issues Arising
Actions Completed in the Reporting Period

52

In the reporting period, the PMIS international and national resettlement experts were not mobilized
nearly for the entire reporting period. The International expert was mobilized on 29.6.2021 (3 input
days), and could not be mobilized earlier due to no home input days remaining in the contract,
delay in approving major scope change and therefore the necessary PMIS VO5 for additional
home days, and delay in field mobilization due to Covid-19 in April-June 2021. The national
resettlement specialist ran out of input days on 7 December 2020, and extension of days was also
delayed due to delay in approval of the major scope change and PMIS VO5. Therefore, PMIS
completely lacked human resources for monitoring of social safeguards compliance and
implementation in the reporting period. PMIS VO5 is expected to increase national specialist input
days and international specialist home days, but it is not known when VO5 for PMIS will be
approved.

53

Some progress was made in terms of completing necessary IR documentation. KCG WWTP BRP
was completed and approved. Implementation of PRS WWTP and SWM DRPs is on-going with no
reported complaints or grievances from AHs or the communities. Construction of PRS WWTP VO1
and VO2 were started, but it was not possible to complete DDR and IR impact screening for them
due to PMIS resettlement specialists not being mobilized. Temporary market site for PRS WWTP
market/street vendor AHs was completed (it has been decided by PIU to make the temporary site a
permanent one) and first batch vendors (150 vendors5) moved already in January 2020. Of these,
approximately 30 have returned from the temporary site to their original location of business,
whereas the remainder have preferred to stay in the new market site (called temporary, but built
into permanent one). Further 153 (6 male and 147 female) street vendors were temporarily
relocated on 6 April 2021 (Annex A) for one week to a street one block West of the old market
(original site). All have returned to the original site.

5

Breakdown with name and gender of each vendor is not available from PIU as the data was not appropriately collected at the time

20
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54

PRS PIB was updated, but distribution was delayed due to Covid-19 (Annex F). PGRC/PRSC in
KCG was in process of being re-established, and it is expected the documentation and contact
details are available in the next reporting period. Delay in KCG WWTP subproject DMS was
caused by delays in approval of the major scope change.

55

Semiannual reporting for July - December 2020 was completed late in the reporting period, and the
delay was due to DIMDM quarterly report for October - December 2020 not being available for
PMU/PMIS for semiannual reporting, while the quarterly report for July - September period is
missing qualitative information, photos and supporting documents for complete monitoring and
reporting as per project monitoring indicators.

56

Possibly omitted IRP and temporary business impact compensation, and possible difference in
planned and actual compensation amount issues did not progress in the reporting period due to
delays in finalization of SSMR 2-2020. This did not leave adequate time for GDR to act on the
latest information, hence, this is expected to take place in the next reporting period.

57

Action done in the reporting period is detailed in table below. The list of issues and activities
requiring monitoring of their progress in the next reporting period is given in chapter 4.
Table 2.6 Progress on Social Safeguards in the Reporting Period

No.

Issues

Actions Required

Progress from previous reporting
period

Relevant
Parties

1

PRS PIB
update

 PIB to be updated, translated and
distributed with latest construction
schedule

Completed. Translation and distribution
to be done once input time available for
PMIS national specialist

PMU, PIU,
PMIS

2

Disclosure of
DRP at
Sangkat level

Completed, translated version
distributed by GDR in March 2020
(information on distribution was
received in the reporting period)

GDR

3

PRS DRP
livelihood
restoration

 Verify post-compensation
livelihood situation of AHs

Delayed, due to EMO not being
contracted, and no input time for PMIS
national specialist and Covid-19 travel
and meeting restrictions

PMU,
PMIS,
GDR

Delayed. DED completed and scope
change approved only in June 2021
(both required prior to DMS).

KCG DRP

Once KCG WWTP subproject
approval has been received:
 PIB to be updated
 Public consultations with AHs
 DMS/SES
 Replacement cost survey
 Preparation of DRP
 Re-establish PGRC and its subcommittees and working groups
once KCG WWTP subproject
approval has been received

In progress (re-establishment started,
but official documentation and contact
details not available in reporting period
as waiting for endorsement)

GDR

Delayed. PRS additional works in
construction but due to PMIS
international expert not mobilized
preparation of DDRs not possible

PMU, PIU,
GDR,
PMIS

4

5

KCG GRM

 Translated DRP Executive
Summary to be disclosed and
made available

COI established for WWTP site,
WWTP access road and sewer and
drainage networks

GDR,
PMIS,
PMU, PIU

6

PRS WWTP

 In case of design changes or
additional works, review potential
IR impacts and prepare required
documentation

7

PRS WWTP

 Monitoring of temporary relocation
of market vendors

Completed. Any further temporary
relocation will be reported in follow up
semiannual monitoring reports

PMU, PIU,
PMIS

8

PRS WWTP

 Follow up on possibly missed IRP
payments for 2 AHs with major
impact on livelihoods

Delayed. EMO not contracted yet, and
GDR busy with many other works

GDR
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3 Grievance Redress Mechanism
3.1
58

Grievance Redress Committee

The GRM is designed to receive, evaluate and facilitate the resolution of residents’ concerns,
complaints and grievances during project implementation. A Grievance Redress Committees
(GRC) has been established in each of the two cities and are operational. The composition of the
GRCs is presented in Annex B. GRC establishment was done with the following reference letters:
KCG: being re-established. Reference letter was not ready for semiannual reporting.
PRS: GRC, PGRC with reference letter 3619 dated on 11 September 2017.



59

Details of the GRM has been given in the Basic and Detailed Resettlement Plans of the project.
The LAR activities progress will be monitored against the DRP, while GRM provisions to be
complied with are reflected in the Loan Agreement, PAM and the DRPs. For KCG, the PRGC and
its sub-committee and working group are in process of being re-established in the reporting period
(Reference letter or contact details was not ready for semiannual reporting). The GRM process is
included in the PIBs, which has been circulated to all of the target communities.

60

PGRC/PRSC were given training on GRM mechanism and documentation of grievances (such as
complaint forms and logbooks) by GDR prior to becoming operational. GDR provided the latest
training on 28 November 2018 in PRS (attendance sheets/lists of participants and photos of
training held for GRC members was not available to PMU/PMIS for semi-annual monitoring
reporting). It is not known when the latest training in KCG took place, or when re-training of the reestablished PGRC/PRSC will take place. GRM is operational in PRS (also during compensation
payments), and there have been no changes to the composition of the PGRC in Pursat in the
reporting period as unofficially confirmed with GDR. The complaint log books from GDR were not
available to PMU/PMIS for semi-annual monitoring reporting.

61

There have been no complaints in PRS that have been reported to PMU, PMIS or contractor during
the reporting period as unofficially reported by PIU and contractor. In the subsequent reports, any
non-compliances that require corrective actions based on the PMU/PMIS observations will be
included, when these are notified to PIU/PMIS/contractor.

62

The GRM contact details for each Subproject are listed in table below.
Table 3.1 Contact Details for GRM

Province

Subproject

KCG

SWM

KCG

WWTP

PRS

SWM

PRS

WWTP

Contact person for GRM
PMU

Mr. Vong
RADA,
Project
Manager,
Tel: 012 451
545

GDR

Mr. Chan
Vibol,
Deputy
Director,
Tel: 095 555
699

PIU

Contractor

Mr. Mak Solim Head, Project
Implementation Unit, Department of
Public Works Kampong Chhnang
Province
Tel: 015 733 030

Mr. Khun Sitara
Project Manager
Tel: 092 526 271

1.
Mr. Yin Borin (Deputy
Director of DPWT)
Tel:
012 947463/ 015 947463
Email: Borinyin@gamil.com
2.
Mr. Keo Veth (Chief of
Office, DPWT)
Tel:
097 6558567/ 098 353906
Email: kchdpw@gamil.com
3.
Mr. Bung Taing Lay
Tel:
012 392 474

Mr. Khun Sitara
Project Manager
Tel: 092 526 271

Mr. San Sey,
Project Manager
Tel: 061 95 77 22
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Record of Grievances / Complaints

As mentioned in Section 1, GRM is in place in all subprojects and has been explained to
community leaders and GCR members. There were no grievances recorded or reported as
required to MPWT and ADB during the reporting period. This satisfies monitoring indicators
"Number of complaints received" and "Number of complaints resolved".
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4 Summary and Conclusions
4.1

Overall Conclusions

64

Construction is on-going for both of the PRS subprojects and KCG SWM. Due to heavy flooding in
the last reporting period, PRS WWTP has additional works added in form of (i) VO1 for WWTP site
flood proofing and (ii) VO2 for Kaoh village flood embankment reconstruction. Construction of both
additional work packages is on-going in order to complete the construction prior to next flood
season and potential further damages. Neither additional works VO are anticipated to cause IR or
IP impacts, and DDRs will be prepared in the next reporting period when PMIS international is
again mobilized.

65

Major scope change on the project was approved at the very end of the reporting period (June,
2021) for cancellation of KCG flood embankment subproject and inclusion of new KCG WWTP
subproject. KCG WWTP BRP was approved in February 2021 and DED was completed in the
reporting period, which will be followed by DMS and DRP update in the next reporting period.

66

Based on DIMDM quarterly report (July-September 2020), it appears that for PRS subprojects
some compensation payments may be outstanding and completeness of the compensation
payments is to be verified by GDR as soon as possible. Therefore, it cannot be verified whether
loan covenants 10, 11 and 13 are currently being complied with. In addition, efficiency of
compensation payments could not be established, such as whether negotiations were
fast/transparent, people had opportunity to be quickly paid, was bank transfer an option to discuss
with AHs to avoid exposure to cash, and was compensation payment made in presence of both
husband and wife of the AH. It is anticipated that DIMDM will provide a report in the next reporting
period to verify completeness of payments and clarify on details about the payment process.

67

The project was not in compliance with loan covenant 15 due to (i) no quarterly reports being
submitted by DIMDM, and (ii) EMO not being mobilized. Both of these issues are expected to be in
compliance in the next reporting period.

68

Within the reporting period, as per monitoring indicators, the project social safeguards and LAR
activities being implemented are partially in compliance with DRPs, ADB SPS and RGC laws.

4.2
69

Issues Requiring Action

There are a number of general issues in which improvements will be sought. These are shown in
table below.
Table 4.1 Safeguard Issues for Project

No.

Relevant
Parties

Issues

Actions Required

1

Lack of coordination leading into
delay in submission of semiannual
report

 DIMDM to timely submit quarterly monitoring reports to
PMU, and PMU to timely distribute quarterly reports to
PMIS experts responsible for preparation of semiannual
report on construction implementation for ADB. Final
reports shared to PMU, ADB and GDR

GDR, PMU,
PMIS

2

DIMDM quarterly reports to include
qualitative data, including lessons
learned and recommendations.

 Agreed action plan to improve quality of DMS and/or
RCS to avoid data inconsistency and improve data
reliability
 Attach photos, lists of participants of any consultations,
training for GRC etc.
 Quarterly reports to include issues faced during DRP
preparation or implementation, and recommendations

GDR,
DIMDM
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made
3

Site specific information missing
from contractors, engineers and
PIUs

 Timely site specific information and pictures is required
for semi-annual reporting

PIUs, PMIS,
contractors

4

Travel restrictions causing
delays/limiting implementation
monitoring

 Virtual meeting with provincial PDWT
/engineers/contractors and agreed mechanism to
ensure monitoring of AHs, including reinstatement of
impact etc.
 Photo documentation of the monitoring included in the
QPRs and SSMR

PMU and
PMIS, PIUs

5

COVID-19 restrictions causing
delay in consultations and
DMS/SES

 Maintain distancing, hand washing and use of masks
 Conduct one-to-one consultations and DMS/SES in
case public meetings are restricted
 Limit exposure time through limited field visits, size of
field team and number of meetings

PMU, GDR,
PMIS

4.3
70

Next Action Steps

The main target for the next reporting period is the completion of KCG WWTP DRP and DDR for
PRS WWTP additional works (VO1 and VO2). The actions planned for next reporting period are
shown in table below.
Table 4.2 Social Safeguards Required Actions in the Next Reporting Period

No.

Issues (and
expected
timing)

Actions Required

Relevant
Parties

1

PRS updated PIB
distribution
(30.9.2021)

 PIB to be translated and distributed with latest construction schedule

PMU, PIU,
PMIS

2

PRS DRP
livelihood
restoration
(31.12.2021)

 Verify post-compensation livelihood situation of AHs once EMO is
contracted or PMIS national resettlement specialist input days have been
increased, Covid-19 restrictions are lifted and contact details/location of
the AHs is shared by GDR

PMU, PMIS,
GDR, EMO

3

KCG DRP
(30.11.2021)

 PIB to be updated and translated
 Public consultations with AHs
 Field demarcation
 DMS/SES
 Replacement cost survey
 Preparation of DRP

4

DDR on PRS
VO1 and VO2
(15.10.2021)

 Prepare DDR for additional works on (i) VO1 - WWTP site flood proofing
and (ii) VO2 - Kaoh Village flood embankment reconstruction

PMU, PIU,
PMIS

5

PRS WWTP
(31.12.2021)

 Follow up on potentially missed IRP payments for AHs with major impact
on livelihoods and temporary business impact

GDR, EMO

GDR, PMIS,
PMU, PIU
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Annex A – List of Market Vendors Temporarily Relocated During Reporting Period

List of Seller on Street No. 103 from PealNhek Temple to Phsar Thmey,
Pursat
No.

Name

Gender

Kind of Business

1

NHEM Sitha

F

Food

2

BUN Sun

M

Rice

3

HO Kimly

M

Motor Maintenance

4

SENG Thearak

M

Wood Sculpture

5

SA Mom

F

Ingredients

6

SEAV Mey

F

Vegetables

7

KHEM Savoeun

F

Vegetables

8

MORN Kunthy

F

Vegetables

9

KIM Sun

F

Vegetables

10

CHIN Sary

F

Vegetables

11

PEN Hoeun

F

Vegetables

12

PON Chantha

F

Fish

13

UN Sean

F

Sugar can juice

14

SOM Sreyneang

F

Ingredients

15

SRIN Khom

F

Fish

16

Neath

F

Fish

17

CHAN Ny

F

Fish

18

CHEA Sokun

F

Fish

19

KY Mab

F

Fish

20

SANG Khean

F

Ingredients

21

Mom

F

Ingredients

22

HEM Sokhom

F

Ingredients

23

MENG Saroeung

F

Ingredients

24

NOUN Samart

F

Fish

25

MOK Sreypu

F

Fish

26

CHE Seang

F

Ingredients

Remarke
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27

LENG Sina

F

Clothes

28

NAM Key

F

Clothes

29

SOM Sopheap

F

Fish

30

Neth

F

Vegetables

31

Leap

F

Fish

32

Thy

F

Pork

33

NGOUN Sokuntheary

F

Ingredients

34

YAN Syneth

F

Ingredients

35

OUK Chanthy

F

Ingredients

36

Kim

F

Vegetables

37

Linna

F

Pork

38

Pha

F

Fruits

39

MAO Daneth

F

Fish

40

Neth

F

Fruits

41

OUK Samun

F

Pork

42

Chea

F

Chicken

43

LAY Chen

F

Fish

44

KIM Heang

F

Vegetables

45

BY Sean

F

Beef

46

Sina

F

Fish

47

Sreytouch

F

Fish

48

Vanna

F

Fish

49

Pov

F

Pickle

50

SOK Nath

F

Banana

51

CHUM Bunthoeun

F

Pork

52

San

F

Smoked Fish

53

UN Yon

F

Fish

54

Sokny

F

Fish

55

Um

F

Chicken

56

Mom

F

Chicken

57

Mao

F

Fish
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58

Sim

F

Fish

59

Dy

F

Fish

60

Ly

F

Meatball

61

Dy

F

Fish

62

AM Srey

F

Fish

63

Vanna

F

Fish

64

Sreyna

F

Fish

65

EANG Chanriya

F

Fish

66

SUN Sreymech

F

Fish

67

SOK Chantha

F

Fish

68

YIM Sreymom

F

Fish

69

BUN Meth

F

Eggs

70

CHIM Theavy

F

Eggs

71

YOM Saroum

F

Eggs

72

Thy

F

Eggs

73

Vicheth

F

Noodles

74

MORN Moeun

F

Noodles

75

Che

F

Noodles

76

Keng

F

Noodles

77

NHEK Hun

F

Noodles

78

Chreb

F

Noodles

79

Thy

F

Noodles

80

Oeurn

F

Noodles

81

Po

F

Fish

82

Chantha

F

Clothes

83

CHUB Sophal

F

Vegetables

84

KHAT Chanroeun

F

Vegetables

85

NOV Sreytouch

F

Vegetables

86

SY Voeun

F

Vegetables

87

HEAB Keosey

F

Corns

88

SOEUN Mom

F

Mushrooms
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89

CHEA Sem

F

Fish

90

Phalla

F

Vegetables

91

Mao

F

Vegetables

92

TANG Yi

F

Fish

93

Sreymom

F

Fish

94

Nin

F

Fish

95

ROEUN Van

F

Fish

96

LIN Sarina

F

Fish

97

HO Theary

F

Fish

98

TAUCH Sreyleap

F

Watermelons

99

NHU Lay

F

Fish

100 Ryko

F

Fish

101 CHHORN Ry

F

Fish

102 EANG Rum

F

Fish

103 NGOR Yul

F

Fish

104 NOV Saroeun

F

Fish

105 HENG Ry

F

Vegetables

106 LY Chamroeun

M

Ice

107 Thy

F

Vegetables

108 Ry

F

Vegetables

109 HET Chantha

F

Vegetables

110 Sina

F

Vegetables

111 YIN Im

F

Fish

112 CHEA Poch

F

Fish

113 Pov

F

Vegetables

114 SRUN Kimheang

F

Vegetables

115 THORNG Savoth

F

Chicken

116 VUTH Sokha

F

Banana

117 Sreymom

F

Pork

118 Sreymoa

F

Pork

119 Sreyroth

F

Pork
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120 Sreythom

F

Watermelons

121 Lin

F

Eggs

122 HOK Sithouk

F

Beef

123 HAK Seangyim

F

Vegetables

124 Sreyda

F

Beef

125 Norksak

F

Chicken

126 DAUNG Sam

F

Coconuts

127 MOM Kea

F

Beef

128 HAS Mongkea

F

Seafood

129 Tha

F

Ingredients

130 HY Heang

M

Ingredients

131 Sreyoun

F

Beef

132 THAY Sengkeo

F

Coconuts

133 NGET Ngun

F

Ingredients

134 SAM Saly

F

Mushrooms

135 MEAS Kosal

F

Vegetables

136 Nhy

F

Vegetables

137 HOK Sophal

M

Mushrooms

138 SOK Sokhom

F

Vegetables

139 MUTH Sory

F

Vegetables

140 Tauch

F

Vegetables

141 ROTH Sokhoeun

F

Vegetables

142 Sophorn

F

Vegetables

143 PHON Theavy

F

Ingredients

144 SARY Has

F

Beef

145 LENG Chreb

F

Ingredients

146 Sitha

F

Clothes

147 Sreymas

F

Beef

148 Oeun

F

Fruits

149 Thea

F

Chicken

150 Ly

F

Seafood
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151 RONG Sopheak

F

Fresh Milk

152 NU Pov

F

Pickle

153 Thea

F

Bread
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Annex B: GRC composition
(1) Kampong Chhnang
Kampong Chhnang PGRC and PRSC sub-committee and working groups have been re-established in
reporting period, and will be reported prior to DMS for Kampong Chhnang WWTP subproject.
(2) Pursat
Establishment of the Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) for Addressing of Grievance Process of
Affected People by Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1) at
Pursat Province on 11 September 2017.
Table 1: Composition of PGRC
No.
1
2
3
4
5
7

Organization
Provincial Vice Governor
Provincial Vice Governor
Director of PDEF
Director of PDPWT
Director of Cadastral Office
Deputy Director of PA

Position in PGRC
Chairman
Deputy
Deputy
Deputy
Member
Member

Name
H.E. Mao Thanin
H.E. Ing Kimleang
Mr. Sun Heng
Mr. Kang Penghak
Mr. Leam Bunroeun
Mr. Chap Neang

Table 2: Composition of PRSC Sub-committee
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Position/Title
Deputy Provincial Governor
Chief Provincial Administration
Director of DPWT
Governor of Pursat City
Director of DPE
Director of DPEF
Director of Cadastral Administration

Name of Representative
H.E. Khoy Rida
Mr. Khut Oussaphea
Mr. Kang Penghak
Mr. Chap Neang
Mr. Pan Morokot
Mr. Sun Heng
Mr. Leam Bunroeun

Establishment Provincial Sub-Committee and Teamwork for Collaborate with Inter-ministerial
Resettlement Committee (IRC) for the implement to address impact by Integrated Urban Environmental
Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1) at Pursat Province.
Table 3: Composition of PRSC WG
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Position/Title
Deputy Director of PDPWT
Deputy Cheif Provincial Administration
Deputy Governor of Pursat Town
Chief Cadastral Administration Office
Official of DPE

Name of Representative
Mr. Sy vuth
Mr. Chok Say
Mr. Bung Tenglay
Mr. Chhor Moa
Mr. Keo Rady
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Annex C: Photos from The Reporting Period
Kampong Chhnang SWM (18.5.2021)

Pursat SWM (19.5.2021)
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Pursat WWTP consultation and outfall field visit (19.5.2021)
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NGO component (CMEI) field work (21.5.2021)

NGO component community environmental infrastructure (23.5.2021)
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Annex D: List of Participants of Relevant Consultation
Pursat Kaoh Village (1 March 2021)
No.

Name of invited person

Gender

Village

Property

Present in meeting

1

KIM Choeun

M

2

MEAS Heang

M

3

SOEUNG Ratha

M

4

NHEM Moa

F

x

5

TEP Youn

M

x

6

TAN Sokha

F

7

SAN Chantha

F

x

8

TEP Mel

M

x

9

KEO Rin

M

x

10

TEP Morn

F

x

11

VORN Phavarn

F

x

12

CHEA Peng

M

13

SIN Roeun

F

x

14

KONG Boeun

F

x

15

MEACH Ratha

M

x

16

KHUN Vet

M

x

17

PEN Savuth

M

x

18

KHAI Chamroeun

M

x

19

ROEUN Phearun

F

x

20

SAM Leap

F

x

21

SAM Sitha

F

x

22

LIM Channa

M

x

23

CHHIN Sarum

F

24

DE Mab

M

x

25

NOV Syphon

F

x

26

NOV Sophat

F

x

27

TANG Kunhav

M

Remarke

x
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28

NUTH Savy

F

x

29

IM Reaksmey

M

30

NOEUN Noun

F

31

KONG Yim

F

32

NUTH Savoun

M

x

33

MAO Veasna

M

x

34

MUTH Sopheak

M

35

Loung Chril

M

36

SOUN Samoun

F

37

CHHIM Sean

M

38

PHOUNG Pheap

F

x

x

x
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Annex E: UPDATED PUBLIC INFORMATION BROCHURE
Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1)
Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant, Pursat Solid Waste Management Subprojects, and
Additional Flood Protection Works in Kaoh Village in Pursat

The purpose of this Public Information Brochure (PIB) is to provide Integrated Urban Environmental
Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1 Project) related information to affected persons, households
and communities at the subproject sites, who may be physically (relocation, loss of residential land or loss of
shelter) or economically (loss of land, assets, access to assets, income sources or means of livelihood) affected by
land acquisition and involuntary resettlement. This PIB is for the Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant
and Pursat Solid Waste Management subprojects, and additional flood protection works in Kaoh Village in Pursat.
A. PROJECT BACKGROUND
1. What is the Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS1 Project)?
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) is supporting the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) to enhance the
urban environment, improve public health, and contribute to better quality, coverage and reliability of services to
residents in the two towns of Kampong Chhnang and Pursat. This will be achieved through an integrated
program of physical and non-physical investments in priority infrastructure rehabilitation, improvement and
extension, organizational development and capacity building. In Pursat, civil works will include (i) drainage
improvements by laying down reinforced concrete pipes and construction of new wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP); and (ii) Controlled landfill site. As a response to 2020 floods in Pursat, additional flood protection
works in at WWTP site and Kaoh Village in Pursat have been added through a contract variation. In Kampong
Chhnang, civil works will include a controlled landfill site and Kampong Chhnang Sewerage, Flood Protection
and Wastewater Treatment Subproject. The RGC has obtained two loans and a grant from the ADB to implement
the TS1 project. The project loan effectiveness is from 2 March 2016 to 30 April 2023. The Ministry of Public
Works and Transport (MPWT) is the Executing Agency for the TS1 project.
2. What are the outputs of TS1 Project?
The five outputs of the TS1 are (i) Kampong Chhnang urban area environmental improvements, (ii) Pursat urban
area environmental improvements, (iii) Community mobilization and environmental improvements, (iv)
Strengthened Sector Coordination and Operations, and (v) Strengthened Capacity for Project Implementation and
O&M.
3. What are the subprojects of TS1 and its components in Pursat?
The subprojects are (i) Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant, (ii) Solid Waste Management, and (iii) Additional
Flood Protection Works in Kaoh Village in Pursat
(i) Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant subproject (WWTP) will construct 3,500 m3 per day capacity
WWTP on 2.8 ha of public land at a site of an already dismantled WWTP. The subproject will develop a combined
wastewater collection and storm water drainage system with a total of 20.3 km of gravity pipeline constructed under
the middle of the roads. The system will be covering central areas of Pursat Town immediately West of the Pursat
River at Sangkat Phteah Prey, Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Village. The subproject will retain the existing
drainage built on the side of the roads, including manholes, and lay new storm water drainage with a combined
system for drainage and sewage at the center of the roads with proper design with outlets to the WWTP and
overflow to the open canal. Further, the subproject will repair the rainwater inlets and manholes including
replacement of broken slabs, cleaning of the manholes and pipes etc. The subproject, through additional Works,
will raise the WWTP site to 15.5 m elevation, its access road (length of 330 m) and road embankment next to the
open canal on the northern side (length of 2.5 km) for flood protection. The open canal embankment road will be
surfaced for improved durability.
The subproject drainage subproject will improve the overall drainage system in the town (approximately 200 ha
area) to prevent flooding during storms and also strengthen the town’s resilience in the instance of flooding from
the river. At the same time, the use of Reed Bed Treatment (RBT) at the WWTP reduces the area needed for
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WWTP compared to conventional waste stabilization ponds, while reducing odor from the actual wastewater
treatment process.
(ii) Solid Waste Management (SWM) subproject will develop a controlled landfill (15 ha) in Tul Mkak Keut village,
Roleap Sangkat with associated purchase of landfill equipment. Access road upgrade to the landfill will be
constructed with a width of 10 m and length of 1.500 m, out of which 140 m is road extension of the existing road.
The subproject solid waste management implementation in Pursat will improve solid waste collection and
appropriate disposal, as well as the environment of Pursat Town.
(ii) Additional flood protection works in Kaoh Village in Pursat will raise the damaged road embankment to
15.5 m elevation for a length of 1,500 m in order to repair the damages caused by the floods and to improve flood
protection of Kaoh village in the future.
4. What are the scope of land acquisition and resettlement and project temporary impacts?
Pursat drainage and WWTP improvements in Sangkat Phteah Prey, Chamkar Chek Khang Cheung Village have
very limited impact on land acquisition as the drainage will be built along center line of the streets, completely
within their ROW. There is impacts on non-land assets by the drainage and WWTP collection networks on
structures, trees and minor business disruption of 21 affected households (AHs). There also is an impact on
approximately 300 market/street vendors at Pursat main market, who will need to be temporarily relocated
during the construction to a temporary market site established at the old market site. WWTP is going to be
constructed on the site of an old defunct WWTP, hence it is on unused public land and has no involuntary
resettlement impact. Additional works for flood protection at WWTP site do not cause any involuntary
resettlement impacts.
The SWM site (15 ha) is on public land, but final section of the access road is private land (1,410 m2), which
was purchased by the General Department of Resettlement (GDR). There is impacts caused by the SWM
subproject access road on secondary structures and trees of 5 AHs. In case the ownership of the existing
dumpsite is transferred to the Pursat town, then there is also impact on livelihoods of the waste pickers.
Kaoh village flood protection works is not anticipated to cause any involuntary resettlement impacts.
5. What are the Right of Way (ROW) and Corridor of Impact (COI) of the subproject?
In Cambodia, ROW means state land along the road with fixed distances from the centerline of existing roads as
reservation for future development. The land in the ROW is state or government-owned land. The Corridor-ofImpact (COI) is the area where construction works will be carried out. The COI was demarcated by the
PMU/PIU, GDR and design consultants on March 2019 for Drainage and WWTP, and on January 2019 for
SWM access road.
6. What is the cut-off date for eligibility?
The cut-off date (COD) is the date established by RGC that establishes the eligibility of the AHs/APs for receiving
compensation and resettlement assistance under the subprojects. Only those AHs who are in the COI or lose their
assets before the COD will be eligible for compensation and assistance. Any person who occupies land or expands
structures or improvements to his house after the COD will not be eligible for receiving compensation. Fixed assets
such as built structures (new or expansion of existing structures), crops, fruit trees, and other similar assets after the
COD will not be compensated. The affected people in the COI after the payment of compensation will need to move
out of the way of the COI to allow the civil works to be carried out.
The COD for Drainage and WWTP subproject is 2 February 2014 and for SWM subproject is 21 September
2013, which is the date of the first public consultation during the feasibility study at PPTA stage.
7. Measures Adopted to Avoid and Minimize Impact and Resettlement
The engineering team worked closely with resettlement specialists on the ground to examine the existing road
system and how the design could be made with the least IR impact. The following measures have been adopted to
minimize resettlement impacts for Drainage and WWTP subproject:


The location for drainage improvement works was limited so that the construction work to be accommodated
within existing road ROW though placing the culverts in the middle of the road. This has enabled avoiding most
impacts on structures and trees along pavement length.
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The drainage system will include 656 manholes with cast iron covers. The spacing of the manholes are varied
depending on location of existing structures to minimize the excavation works and resettlement impact.
 Along the canal, the drainage will be put in the canal which thereafter will be backfilled with suitable aggregates
and road constructed on top. This will avoid impacts on the people living along the canal and provide and
improve access to near-by houses.
 There are many street vendors/small businesses along the roads where excavation will be done for laying the
pipes. These businesses will have to temporarily move for short periods during the excavation and until the
laying of the pipes are completed. The work will be carried out section by section so that there is minimum
disturbance to the businesses. The sellers will be temporarily relocated to temporary site designated by PIU for
selling their products. The temporary site is located 500 m west from the area where the sellers are now. The
site is nearly opposite DPWT office, and has a surfaced parking area 100 m east to it. The stalls the street
vendors are using are light weight structures, such as tables, baskets and large umbrellas, which are easy to
move without need for significant amount of disassembly. The length of temporary relocation is estimated at 3
weeks as construction at market area is done in 120 m sections at a time, including sheet pile driving, soil
excavation and disposal, base layer preparation work, pipe installation and joinery, manhole and existing drain
connection, back filling with compaction confirmed by technical specifications. Hence, it is not expected for any
seller to have business disruption.
 Optional location for the WWTP was identified 4 km northwest of the current WWTP. Using this location, in
addition to significant engineering and operation & maintenance (O&M) cost problems, would have caused
significant LAR impact. Therefore, the WWTP will be located within the existing site of the previously described
dismantled WWTP, where there will be no land acquisition or resettlement impacts.
 WWTP will be based on RBT method to avoid any additional land required for the site to be operational.
The following measures have been adopted to minimize resettlement impacts for SWM subproject:










In site selection, idle Government owned land was chosen. The vicinity of the site does not have many
residential houses or planned development.
Size of the landfill site was reduced from PPTA estimated 28 ha to 15 ha.
Access road for connecting existing road to the landfill site was realigned during detailed engineering design
(DED) to where least amount of land was required to be acquired. This increased the length of the existing
access road to be widened, but with reduced impact on rice field for the access road extension required (Image
2). Access road width was reduced from design 13.3m (PPTA) to 10m to reduce LAR impact and fit mostly
within the right-of-way (ROW) of the road.
In DED, the location of the waste cells was placed in southwest corner of the site to increase distance to the
nearest residential houses. Trees and fences are going to be placed surrounding the landfill site to reduce wind
speeds, and to minimize waste flying off. EMP for the subproject includes mitigation budget for the households
living within 350m of the border of the landfill site.
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) will minimize odour or flies at the landfill site, as well as rainfall infiltration
and therefore leachate generation. No effluent will be released from the landfill site, hence there will be no
social and health impacts in terms of water pollution in near-by water bodies.

8. What is the Procedures for Compensation and Entitlements?
Compensation are based on results of the detailed measurement survey (DMS). DMS is a detailed survey and
measurement of all affected assets including land, houses and structures, shops, crops, and trees of all the AHs. It
was conducted between March to April 2019 for Drainage and WWTP and in December 2018 for SWM. DMS
was conducted with each AH to record and agree on all the AH’s losses of assets. DMS results are reported in
detailed resettlement plan (DRP) published in December 2019 for Drainage and WWTP and November 2019 for
SWM. The DRP documents are available at PMU, PIU, Sangkat offices as hard copy, and online from both MPWT6
and ADB7 websites.
Households/People affected by the project are entitled to receive compensation for affected assets under the
following key compensation principles:

6
7

http://wastemanagement.gov.kh/project-program/integrated-urban-environmental-management-in-the-tonle-sap-basin-project-i/
WWTP: https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-42285-013-rp
SWM: https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-42285-013-rp-0
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 Provisions of fair and just compensation in advance.
 Full compensation paid before expropriation or site clearance.
 Compensation is based on the replacement costs of lost assets at market prices that has been determined by
an independent consultant through replacement cost study (RCS) without any deductions made for
depreciation, salvage materials and transaction costs.
The entitlements are detailed in the finalized entitlement matrix (attached). Compensation packages have been
presented by GDR to AHs for both subprojects on 22 January 2020. Compensation has been paid for both
subprojects in February 2020 for the impacts within COI as detailed in the DRP.
9. How was the replacement cost decided, and compensation calculated?
The payment for compensation is based on the market value or replacement cost of the lost assets without
deduction being made for salvaged materials, depreciation, or transaction costs. A Replacement Cost Study (RCS)
was carried out by a local qualified independent consultant. The consultant carried out a detailed analysis of the
market rates for all types of assets prevailing in the project or subproject area and prepare the unit rates for each
category of the loss asset. These were used to calculate the replacement value and to prepare the resettlement
budget. The RCS was completed on 22 July 2019 for Drainage and WWTP and 16 August 2019 for SWM
subproject.
10. What is the Works construction schedule
Drainage and WWTP Works construction contract has been awarded on 30 December 2019, and Works
commenced on 22 January 2020 on sections free of resettlement impacts. Contractor is Kiri Dangrek Construction
Co., Ltd JV with No. 203 Research Institute of Nuclear Industry Groups Co. Ltd.
SWM Works construction contract has been awarded on 20 June 2019, and Works commenced on 11 April 2020.
Contractor is UNG SIMSIA Construction Co., Ltd.
Detailed construction schedule for both subprojects is attached separately.
11. Do I have right to complain about disagreements, compensation issues, resettlement or other related
issues, if yes how?
Yes, you have right to lodge your complaint to Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) if you are unclear or unhappy
with resettlement activities. The members of GRC at all time are ready to assist you. The attempt to redress your
grievance will commence at village level through the Village Chief. However, you can lodge your verbal complaint to
any member of the GRC (i.e. at village, district and provincial level, or resettlement working group). The GRC will
record and document your complaint and advise you of the resolution (see contact details below).
12. Who do I contact in case I need clarifications or have a problem/complaint?
TS1 has been approved by ADB, the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee of the MEF has established a
Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) under which Grievance Redress Committees at Village, District and
Provincial levels. These Committees have been made operational before the commencement of the DMS. Any
complaints or grievances on any aspects relating to incorrect measurements or compensation package will need to
be sent to these Committees for resolution. The key contact persons and their mobile numbers are provided in the
box below who can provide you with clarifications on the project related technical and grievance issues.
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A. Contacts Persons Related to Technical and Construction Aspects
(i) Mr. Vong Rada, Project Manager, Project Management Unit, Ministry of Public
Works and Transport, Phnom Penh
Tel: 012 451 545
(ii) Mr. Mak Solim, Director of Pursat PIU, DPWT
Tel: 015 733 030
(iii) Mr. Yin Borin (Deputy Director of DPWT)
Tel:
012 947463/ 015 947463, Email:
Borinyin@gamil.com
(iv) Mr. Keo Veth (Chief of Office, DPWT)
Tel:
097 6558567/ 098 353906, Email: kchdpw@gamil.com
(v) Mr. Bung Taing Lay
Tel:
012 392 474
B. Contacts Persons Related to Land Acquisition and Resettlement Aspects
(i) Mr. Kim Chanvibol, Deputy Director, General Department of Resettlement, Ministry
of Economy and Finance, Phnom Penh.
Tel: 095 555 699
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Appendix 1a - Works Construction Schedule (Drainage and WWTP)
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Appendix 2 - Maps
Map 1: Storm Water Drainage and Sewerage Collection System, and WWT site (red)

Map 2: WWTP Site Outline
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Map 3: WWTP Site Access Road and Embankment Flood Protection Works

Raising embankment along
the drainage canal to 15.4
m, DBSD Road surfacing
11 culverts to be installed to
improve drainage of the
adjecent area

Line 7, 306 m,
raised to 15.4 m
Drainage line
installed under the
road. DBSD road
surfacing
Connection from the
bypass road to be
provided by JICA

NR 5 bypass
road (JICA)
Line 1, 330 m raised
to 15.4 m, Drainage
line installed under
the road. DBSD road
surfacing

Map 4: Solid waste site and Access road
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Map 5: Kaoh Village Flood Protection
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Appendix 3a - FINALIZED ENTITLEMENT MATRIX (Drainage and WWTP)
Ite
Type of Loss
m
A. Loss of Structures
1
Loss of, or
damage to
main and
secondary
structures and
other assets

Entitled persons

Owners of the
structure whether or
not land is owned;
with or without
building permit
I AHs will partly lose
main structure of
18m2 but will not be
relocated and will be
compensated for
entire structure of
72m2.
17 AHs will lose
secondary structures
mentioned in Tables
2 and 3.

B. Loss of Productive Trees and Crops
2
Loss of Crops Custom or legal
and Trees
owner(s) of land;
owners of crops or
trees (whether have
legal or customary
title to land or not)

Compensation policy









Cash
compensation
at
replacement cost for the
affected assets
AH can retain the materials
from demolition of their
structures at no cost.
If AH belongs to any of the
vulnerable groups, see Item
D below.
The calculation of rates will
be based on the actual
affected area and not the
useable area.

Implementation issues

Compensation will be provided in
the form of cash
without deductions for
depreciation or salvageable
materials
AHs to get cash compensation at
least one month ahead of civil
works in the locality to provide
them sufficient time to gradually
re-organize their houses or shops
for avoiding disruption in the
livelihood.
If the head of household is
married, compensation will be paid
at the presence of both husband
and wife.

 Compensation for affected
fruit trees at full replacement
cost, which shall be based on
average annual value of the
product multiplied by five
years.

AHs to be notified at least
3 months in advance of the actual
date that the land will be acquired
by the Project.

 The 5 vulnerable AAs will
receive one-time assistance
allowance of $100/AH
 Option to (i) participate in the
IRP or (ii) cash assistance of
$500 for IRP. In case option
for IRP is selected, it will be
planned by the Project with
the active participation of the
AHs8
 Priority for employment in the
subproject construction works.

All 6 AHs (5 under drainage
network subproject and WTTP
subproject and 1 AH from the solid
waste management subproject)
have agreed for $500 cash
assistance for IRP

10 AHs will lose
trees mentioned in
Table 4.

AHs will be allowed to
harvest their annual and perennial
crops prior to construction and
retain income from standing crop.

C. Impacts on Vulnerable AHs
3

Higher risks
of hardship
due to
project
impacts

(i) households living
below the national
poverty rate
established by the
RGC, (ii) female
headed households
with dependents
living, (iii) disabled
headed households
with no other means
of support, (iv)
elderly headed
households with no
other means of
support, (v) landless
poor living below the
national poverty rate
or those without
legal title to land,
and (vi) indigenous
people or ethnic

8
As per RP (2015), the amount is based on a budget of $500 USD/eligible AH as per recent ADB-funded implemented in the same
general area and will be allocated in the resettlement budget to implement the option preferred by entitled AHs. If IRP is required
through public consultation with the entitled AHs, the amount will be used as a block fund to support the various components of the
IRP.
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Compensation policy

Implementation issues

minorities
5 AHs have been
identified as
vulnerable
mentioned in Table
5 and 1 AH under
Solid Waste
Management
Subproject.
D. Loss of Livelihood and Major Impacts
4.

Loss of
income and
livelihood
from
businesses

2 AHs will lose
temporary loss of
business.

 The AHs will receive $50/AH
for temporary loss of income.

2 AHs will complete
and partial loss of
stalls and business.

 One-time cash assistance of
$200/AH and entitled to
participate in IRP

E. Temporarily affected properties during construction
5.

Temporarily
affected land
and non-land
assets during
construction

Owner of temporarily
affected land and
non- land assets

Temporary
Owners
of
damage
to productive assets
productive
assets during
construction
(e.g.
fields
and
associated
infrastructure
including
bund
walls,
drains,
channels,
etc.)
F. Unanticipated impact
7.
Unanticipated
Eligible displaced
involuntary
persons
resettlement
Impacts
6.

 Contractor will pay rent for any
land/structure required for
construction
workspace
outside the ROW;
 For assets within the Corridor
of
Impact
(COI):
no
compensation for temporarily
affected land/non-land assets
if returned to the legal owner
and restored to at least preproject condition within 3
months after use. If the asset
is not returned and restored to
pre- project condition within 3
months, the AHs will receive
compensation at replacement
cost for the land and/or assets
 Compensation
for
lost
production value in cash at
replacement cost for the
period of construction or
maintenance that will not be
less than the net income that
would have been derived from
the affected property during
disruption. This will be a
minimum of value of one
harvest where damage occurs
during growing season.

AHs will be notified at least 3
months in advance of the actual
date that the land/non-land asset
will be temporarily used or
affected by the project

 New displaced persons that
will be identified (i.e., those
who will be included among
the
adversely
affected
because of changes in
subproject design or alignment
prior to or even during
construction
works)
are

GDR shall ensure the conduct of a
social assessment and update or
formulate a new RP or a DRP
addendum depending on the
extent of the impact changes.
Unanticipated impacts will be
documented and mitigated based
on the principles provided in this

Contractor will be required by
contract to pay these costs
Construction and maintenance will
be carried out to minimize
damage.
As part of the civil works contract,
all access roads/driveways to
properties adjacent to the road will
be repaired or replaced including
culverts and other facilities, to a
condition equal or better than the
present.
The disruption period will be
minimized as much as possible.
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Compensation policy
entitled
to
the
same
entitlements as those of the
other displaced persons.

Implementation issues
DRP.

Appendix 3b - FINALIZED ENTITLEMENT MATRIX (SWM)
Ite
Type of
m
Loss
A. Loss of Land
1
Partial loss
of
Agricultural
land and the
residual
unaffected
portion is still
economically
VIABLE for
continued
use or meets
the expected
yield)

Entitled persons

Legal owners and
holders of real right of
land,

Compensation policy

 For the affected portion of the
private land: cash compensation at
replacement cost9

2 AHs (total 1,410 m2
of agricultural land)

Illegal occupiers
/encroachers/
squatters/ land users
without legal titles or
rights to land within
ROW

B. Loss of Structures
2
Loss of, or
Owners of the
damage to
structure whether or
secondary
not land is owned;
structures
with or without
and other
building permit
assets
4 AHs will lose
secondary structures
mentioned in Table 2

1 AH will lose 2
Mango trees

AHs to be notified at least 3 months in
advance of the actual date that the
land will be acquired by the Project.
AHs will be allowed to harvest their
annual and perennial crops and timber
products prior to construction.

 Cash compensation at replacement
cost for non-land affected assets.
 No compensation paid for loss of
land use within corridor of impact,
as land use within 10m of access
road has been undertaken after cutoff date

If the head of household is married,
compensation will be paid at the
presence of both husband and wife.

Cash
compensation
at
replacement cost for the affected
assets
AH can retain the materials from
demolition of their structures at
no cost.
If AH belongs to any of the
vulnerable groups, see Item D
below.
The calculation of rates will
be based on the actual affected
area and not the useable area.

Compensation will be provided in the
form of cash
without deductions for depreciation or
salvageable materials

 Compensation for affected fruit
trees at full replacement cost, which
shall be based on average annual
value of the product multiplied by
five years;
 Compensation for all crops at
replacement cost.

AHs to be notified at least 3
months in advance of the actual date
that the land will be acquired by the
Project.









C. Loss of Productive Trees and Crops
Legal owner(s) of
3
Loss of
land; owners of crops
Crops and
or trees (whether
Trees
have legal or
customary title to land
or not)

Implementation issues

If the head of household is married,
compensation will be paid at the
presence of both husband and wife.

AHs will be allowed to
harvest their annual and perennial
crops prior to construction, and retain
income from standing crop.
Households continuing to use/farm
land along COI after cut-off date will
not be entitled to compensation.

D. Impacts on Vulnerable AHs
9
Replacement cost is based on findings of Replacement Cost Study (RCS) and will be updated to reflect market rates at the time of
compensation. In case there is no active market in the locality, this will be based on productive capacity or attributes; without
deduction for taxes and transaction costs. RCS rates are valid for a period of 12 months.
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Entitled persons

Compensation policy

(i) households living
below the national
poverty rate
established by the
RGC, (ii) female
headed households
with dependents (iii)
disabled headed
households with no
other means of
support, (iv) elderly
headed households
with no other means
of support, (v)
landless or those
without legal title to
land, and (vi)
indigenous people or
ethnic minorities

 One-time assistance allowance of
$100 per household
 Option to (i) participate in the IRP or
(ii) cash assistance of $500 for IRP. In
case option for IRP is selected, it will
be planned by the Project with the
active participation of the AHs11 The
one vulnerable AH has chosen for
Cash Assistance option.
 Priority for employment in the
subproject construction works.

Implementation issues

1 AH has been
identified as poor
living below the
national poverty line10
E. Temporarily affected properties during construction
6a

6b

Temporarily
affected land
and nonland assets
during
construction

Temporary
damage to
productive
assets
during
construction
(e.g. fields
and

Owner of temporarily
affected land and
non- land assets

Owners of productive
assets

 Contractor will pay rent for any
land/structure
required
for
construction workspace outside the
ROW;
 For assets within the Corridor of
Impact (COI): no compensation for
temporarily affected land/non-land
assets if returned to the legal owner
and restored to at least pre-project
condition within 3 months after use.
If the asset is not returned and
restored to pre- project condition
within 3 months, the AHs will
receive
compensation
at
replacement cost for the land and/or
assets
 Compensation for lost production
value in cash at replacement cost for
the period of construction or
maintenance that will not be less
than the net income that would
have been derived from the affected
property during disruption. This will

AHs will be notified at least 3 months
in advance of the actual date that the
land/non-land asset will be temporarily
used or affected by the project
Contractor will be required by contract
to pay these costs
Construction and maintenance will be
carried out so as to minimize damage.

As part of the civil works contract, all
access roads/driveways to properties
adjacent to the road will be repaired or
replaced including culverts and other
facilities, to a condition equal or better
than the present.
The disruption period will be
minimized as much as possible.

7

The IRP for this AH is developed with the IRP for the AHs under the drainage network improvements and wastewater treatment
plan subproject. The consultation with this AHs and those under the drainage network improvements and wastewater treatment
plan subproject is planned for late November 2019.
11
As per RP (2015), the amount is based on a budget of $500/eligible AH as per recent ADB-funded implemented in the same
general area and will be allocated in the resettlement budget to implement the option preferred by entitled AHs. If IRP is required
through public consultation with the entitled AHs, the amount will be used as a block fund to support the various components of
the IRP. The specific implementation mechanism for the use of the IRP funds will be determined during the planning of the
program ($500/AH as per entitlement matrix of 43319-033 CAM: Greater Mekong Subregion Corridor Towns Development
Project.
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Compensation policy

Implementation issues

be a minimum of value of one
harvest where damage occurs during
growing season.

Eligible
persons

displaced

 New displaced persons that will be
identified (i.e., those who will be
included among the adversely
affected because of changes in
subproject design or alignment prior
to or even during construction
works) are entitled to the same
entitlements as those of the other
displaced persons.

GDR shall ensure the conduct of a
social assessment and update or
formulate a new RP or a DRP
addendum depending on the extent of
the impact changes. Unanticipated
impacts will be documented and
mitigated based on the principles
provided in this DRP.
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Appendix 4 - Grievance Redress Mechanism Forms

Individual Complaint Form

Second Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project

Date of Complaint

DMS No.

Name of Complainant
ID Number

Family Book
Contact (Mobile No)
Address

Summary of Complaint

List of Supporting Documents/Evidence

Name:

(Head of Household)

Sign/Thump Print:

Date:
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Register of Complaint

Second Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project

Municipality-District-Kahn: ______________________________
Capital-Province:

Date of
Receipt of
Complaint

Case
No.

______________________________

Name and ID of Complaint
Name

Main Points of Complaint

ID Number /
Family Book
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Royal Government of Cambodia
Nation Religion King
Letter from Head of District-Khan
Municipality-District-Kahn: ______________________________
Capital-Province:

______________________________

Individual Complaint
Case No.
Name of Complainant
Date of Complaint
Summary of Complaints
(Same as in Individual Complaint Register Form)

GRC Meeting Held
Date:

Time:

Location:

Participants
Summary of Discussion

Date of Field Inspection (if any)
Result of the Meeting / Decision
Reject-No basis as per Entitlement Matrix
Has Merit - Complaint forwarded to Resettlement Department for necessary action
Name:

Position:

Sign/Thump Print:

Date:
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Annex F: Covid-19 Restriction on Meetings and Travel in the Reporting Period
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Annex G: Site hand over letters (PRS drainage and wastewater)
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